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played as a broadcaster of intermittent snatc:Qe's of vocal and orchestral 
• music during the central item . .. 

The "score" of the Stockhausen piece consists merely of a few 
sentences of instructions to the performers as whole, yet the improvisations 
were interesting and varied , and there was a fGeling of purpose aud overall 
unity which was communicated quite spontaneously to the audience . Passages 
of great intensity seemed_ to alternate with moments of Already, 
in· this first piece, the theme of the passing of time seemed t • loom large, 
but it was not until the "Super Spectacular Symmetry Shovr" had got well 
under way that this really caught the attention of the listener and 
emphasise the elusive nature of time and its r elentless, usually unobserved , 
march onwards . The arrangement of the visual effects in the evening's 
performance was highly original and certainly as important as the musical 
element . Two dustbin- l i ke cylinders were suspended from the ceiling, while 
the focal point of the 11 setn was a large unit in black and gold ,, displayi ng 
two enormous clock- f aces . These two clock- faces, together with a pendulum 
whi ch swung from side to side in the middle of the performing area , 
constituted the main de,.rices whi ch so emphasisGd the passing of time . 
Further "ground- bass" elements were provi ded by human symbols . 

In the centre of the performing are'a a girl ss t with her back to 
the audience and rose at n?gular intervals to greet us with the words "A 
cup of tea, vicar?" . Then there was the man on her left who recited , at 
intervals , the incomprehensible ingredients of some recipe.or other , A pulpit-
like scaffolding to her right, meanwhile, supported c1 character vrho uttered 
i n var ious accents , languages and tones of voice Churchill's "Never in the 
f i eld of human confl ict ••.•. . • • " Thr;re was also a cat . The purely musical , 
as opposed to verbal, element in the event was provided by two members of 
the Sound Workshop playing amplified electric harps, by Embarkat ion ' s 
Keith Potter on amplified piano and by other members of the group , playing 
more conventional instruments . 

Perhaps some of the most intruiging , and occasionally movi ng, 
passages occured when the live performance clashed with recordings of 
Sibeli us or "My eyes have seen the glory" as they issued from tho tape 
recorder - which eventually tri umphcid over the otheT sounds and visual 
effects , and was accompanied ·in "Locations" by nothi ng but the moving hands 
of the clock- faces •. The whole performance, as I have described it, may 
sound self-conscious and contrived , on the whole , it was spontaneous, 
gri pping and thought- provoking and not "mannered" in any vvay . If I may be 
allvwed a comparison with another piece in which visual and atmospheric 
"effects" play an equally vital role - the "'rheatre Piece" by John Cage" -
I would say that , insofar as such a is valid , the performance 
under consideration was far more effecti ve , atmospherically and as a unified 
vrhole , and that it augurs great succe.ss in the future , both for the Sound 
Wor kshop and for Embarkation . 

J . CHRISTOPHER GATISS 
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